
   Dimension              Edge 

     VW6110    |    1195 x 595 x 10mm   |       Square 

Description

Durability

Airborne Sound Reduction - ASTM E413-87

Rw 18 db STC 18 db - CAC 36 

Anti Mould, Mildew and Bacteria - Biodet reference: 11/17507/1

Fire Classification

NZBC Group 1S

Weight 

6.8kg's per m2

Installation

How to specify

Ecoplus Systems products are available for specification

on Masterspec and Smartspec. Specification documents can Maintenance and accessibility

also be downloaded from www.ecoplus-systems.com or

call 0800 432 675

Durable Impact resistant ceiling 

Hygienic and easy to clean

Reduced maintenance cost and longer life cycle

Item #

Vinyl Tone Plasterboard Ceiling Tiles are hard wearing 

and impact resistant. The washable vinyl surface is 

designed for cleanroom, kitchen and foodtech areas and 

can be easily wiped clean on a regular basis. The back 

face has a moisture resilient foil layer providing a barrier 

against moisture egress from the plenum space.

Ideal uses

•  Food service / processing

Laboratory and Bio Secure Applications

•  Cleanroom / washroom areas

•  Retail spaces, supermarkets 

     Vinyl Tone  
          PLASTERBOARD CEILING TILE

Composition

Square edge (SQ)

Impact resistant, Cleanable

Vinyl Tone Plasterboard Ceiling Tiles are hard wearing 

and impact resistant. The washable vinyl surface is 

resistant to mould growth. The foil treatment to the back 

face and taped edges to all four sides provide a moisture 

resilient, dry cell ideal for cleanroom applications.

Vinyl Tone Plasterboard Ceiling Tiles can be cleaned with a soft nozzle 

vacuum, soft brush or damp cloth. Panels are demountable.

Moisture resilient

Hard wearing 

Shall not commence until the building is water tight and can remain 

dry. M/E fittings must be independently supported. 

Benefits

Vinyl Tone Plasterboard Ceiling Tiles are manufactured from gypsum 

plaster with a hard wearing white vinyl surface. The tiles have a foil 

treatment to the back face. Edges are tape sealed.

Safe option for food service and retail areas

Features

Vinyl Tone Plasterboard Ceiling Tiles will not support an active level of 

microbial growth (Bacteria, fungi and Actinomycetes)

For pressurised rooms, Vinyl Tone can be supplied with 

closed cell foam seal tape and hold down clips to secure 

the tiles to FasTLock Suspended Ceiling Grid. 
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